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REPORT 1100 
ON REFLECTION OF SHOCK WAVES FROM BOUNDARY LAYERS 1 
By H. W. LIEPMANN, A. ROSIIKO , and S. DIIAWAN 
SUMMARY 
lt1easurements oj the reflection characteri tics oj shock waves 
from a flat surface with a laminar and turbulent boundary layer 
are presented. The investigations were carried out at !vlach 
number from about 1.3 to 1.5 and a R eynold m~mbeT oj 
0.9X106• 
The d~tference in the shock-wave interaction with laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers, fir t found in transonic flow, i con-
firmed and inz'e ligated in detailj(lr supersonic flow. The Tela-
tive up. tream influence of a shock wave impinging on a given 
boundary layer has been measured fOT both laminar and turbu-
lent layer·. The upstream influence oj a shock wave in th 
la1n?'nar layer is jound to be oj the m'der oj 50 boundary-layer 
thicknes e as compared with about 5 in the turbulent ca e. 
Separation almost always occur in the laminar boundary layer. 
The separation is 1'estricted to a region oj finite extent upstream 
oj the hock wave. In the turbulent ca e no separation was 
joul/d. A model oj the flow near the point oj impingement oj 
the hock wave on the boundary layer is given jor both ca e . 
The difference between impul e-typ and tep-type shock wave 
is discussed and their interaction with the boundary layer are 
compared. 
Some general considerations on the experimental production 
oj shock wave jrom wedges and cones are p1'e ental, as weLL as 
a di cussion oj bo'undary layer in supersonic flow. A jew ex-
amples oj reflection oj hock waves jrom supersonic shea?' layer 
are also presented. 
INTRODUCTIO 
The inve tigations on the reflection of shock waves from 
boundary layers reported here form part of an experimental 
stud)' of viscous effect in high-speed flow. Experimental 
results of the last 10 years have hown that viscous effects 
in super onic and e pecially in tran onic flow are often very 
important and quite different from comparative results in 
subsonic flow . The earliest re ults of this nature arc due to 
Fel'l'i (reference 1) who observed separation of the boundar,)' 
layer from the rearward part of a llpersonic airfoil section in 
a region of expected favorable pressure gradient. A little 
lat('r Donaldson (reference 2) discu ed briefly the trong 
boundary-layer influence upon the shock wave in a duct. 
The apparent di agreement between theory and experim en t 
in transonic flow' and also among varioli experimental r e-
sults prompted a thorough investigation of boundary-layer 
effects in transonic flow. Inve tigations of this nature were 
started independently by Aekeret, Feldmann, and Rott 
(reference 3) in Switzerland and by groups at the ational 
I Supersc"~s NACA 1'N 2334, "On Reflection of 5hock Wav~s from Boundary Layers" 
by IT. W. Liepmann, A. Roshko, and S. Dhawan, 1951. 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (reference 4) and Bt 
the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, California Insti-
tute of T echnology (reference 5), in thi country. Tl1<' 
re LIlt of all these investigations showed a rather tartling 
influence of th boundary layer upon the " 'hole flow field. 
The detailed measurement at GALCI'r and especially 
tho e by Ackeret, Feldmann , and Rott showed a number of 
intere ting interactive effect between sho('k waves and 
boundary layer. The mea urements in transonic flow were 
very important in sbowing up the strong boundary-layer 
cfIects and also in cautioning comparisons between experi-
ment and invi eid theory in transonic flow. However. tll(' 
complication of the tran onic-floW' problem made an analyti-
cal evaluation of th results, and peeifically of the boundary-
layer infJuence, impossible . It was therefore neces a1'y to 
attempt to implify the interaction problem as much a 
po ible withou t 10 ing any important feature. To do tbi 
a general qualitative analytical tudy of the general problem 
of viscous effects in high- peed flow wa nee(' ary, coupled 
with a careful experimental inve tigation of the important 
viscou effects in transonic and super oni(' flow (referenc e 6). 
EA-periments and imple tbeoretical con ideration howed 
that in transonic and up er onic fJow there exi t vi COli (and 
turbulent) effect which arc of a different nature and often 
of a different order of magnitude from con parable phe-
nomena in subsonic flow. Various phenomena of this type 
have been qual itatively di cussed in references 6 and 7. 
peaking in broad and 100 e terms, the difference in vi eOLlS 
effects in supersonic a compared with ub onic flow i due to 
the fact that the outer How field i hyperbolic and therefore 
rather sen itive to local change in the boundary conditions 
and that the interaction between the outer uper onic field 
and the nece arily ub onic field exi ting neal' solid surfaces 
i quite different from the interaction in purely sub onic flow . 
Vi co ity mal,-es purely supersonic flow pa t oliel boundaries 
impos ible when vcr the no- lip condition i sati fied. 
Except for an extension of standard boundary-layer theory 
to high-speed flow there hardly exi ted any theoretical 
approach to visco ity efl'ects in supel' onic flow. A eon-
ideration of the well-known Pohlhau en method with imple 
upersonic-flow theory has been used in attempt to compute 
interactive effects between boundary lay<,l' and super onic 
flow. (ee reference 6, ,and 9.) Recently Lagerstrom 
and hi coworkers have started a broad theoretical investi-
gation of vi cous, compressible flo"'- (reference 10). The 
exec siye mathematical difftculties of dealing with the full 
nonlinear equation made simplifying a umption imperative 
and, therefore, 0 far , a direct compari on betwe('n measure-
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ment and theory i not po sible. But there i now ome 
hope thaL th e gap can be narrowed in the not too di tant 
future; a It'a t qualitatiye agl'eemen t in a few ca es has 
heen established. 
The problem of th e refle ction of obliqu e hock waves from 
a Oat slll'[aee \,-itil a boundary layer appeared to be the 
simple t case to be invest igated xperimentall.,- and the 
results of mea urements of tlli type arc h ere reportee/. 2 I t 
wa in tended to tudy fir t , bdore proceeding to th e bound-
ary-la)"er problem, th e reflection anel transmi ion of hock 
\I'a ' "e through upe]' onic h eal'la.l-e]' , tha t is, parallel layer 
in ,,·hich th e Yelocity and 1Iaeh number change at constant 
pre me but nowhere become ub onic. For such h ear 
layer and In'ak shock ,,"aves a th eory h a b een given by 
)Jarblc (rdeJ:encc ] 2) , and a compnrison nppeared useful. 
The prochl tion of simple table sh ea r la.,·er , however, 
prond Vl'r)" difficult indeed and only a few mea urements 
were macl('. 
DlIl'ing th e attemp ts to set up clean experim n tal con-
dition both for a heal' la.,·er and for a boundary-layel' 
interaction , it wa fouoel necessary to inve tigate th e di , tri-
btl tion of pre sure and general nature of th e sh ock wave 
whi h were u ed in th e in teraction proce s. Thi tudy led 
to ome in tercsting and, in many l'e pect ,rath cr urpri ing 
l't' uIt whi ch arc di u ~sed in th e section "R emarks on Shock 
IVayes' of thi s report. 
One may ask here ,I'll)' a complicated phenomenon such a 
the interacLion between hod, wave anel boundary layer i 
investigated b efore the boundary layer in a uniform uper-
oni 110"T h a been ludied carefully. The reason for lhis 
appal'ently illogical approach i th at the problem grew 
naLl1rally from th e ea rli er inye tigation of tran OIUC fl o\\, . 
The interaction between shock wave and bounclal'~- lay('r 
makes the fl o,,' problem eompli eatccl but th e r esulting e(rects 
arc yeIT large and comparatively ea y to mea ure. T o 
tudy deta iled bounclar)'-la,n'r flow alone, mall and lo,,·].\' 
YaJ'ying parameter h ave to h e mea med. It is hoped that 
the in trumentation developed in th e in ve t igation of hoe k-
wave and boundary-layer ink raction can be fur th er refined 
an d u cd in im-e t io-ating boundary la.H r in uniform f101\"' 
The pre ent inve t igation \l'a carri e l ou t at GA L IT 
uncler the pon orship and wi th th e financial a sistanee of 
t he National Advi o)'y Commi ttee for Aeronau t ics. Th 
all Lhor wi h to acknowledge th e eoope)'f) tion of l1 e srs , 
IT arry A hkenas and Raymond Chuan; di CllS ion "oi th 
Dr . Lao-e r l rom n,nd Cole were of great a i tance. 
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SYMBOLS 
thiekne s of ub onie region (reference ] 3) 
dislance, al ng fl II" clirecLion, [1' m leading edge of 
p]n,le 
heighl of region of influence of el i ll1l'bane elepend-
ing on angle of wedge sides 
heighl of region f influence of <Ii lurh n,nce tlepencl-
i ng on nose blun lne 
:t Borne lnCl1SlIr<" lI1cnts on shock -wan ' l'ef1 l'(' tion Crom a slll'f:1C(, with turbulont boundary 
Inver han been reported by Fage and Pa rgrnt (rererence 11). The purpo or tha t in \'csli· 
~n't ion i">, hOWl~\' ('r I \'C'rr d ifT( (,fin t from t h(' pr('S('n t approach. 
Ie 
111 
1\11 
.113 
.11 
p 
PI 
P2 
]J3, ]J 4 
]Jo 
po' 
]J . 
lJ w 
R 
t 
U 
0'1 
[ TOO 
lVJ, H'2 
X 
Y 
11 
PI 
reflection coefficient (reference 14) 
local :.\ [ach number 
)Iach number of uniform fl ow ahead of shock-wave 
y lem; al :'\lach number in supersonic stream 
(reference 14) 
;,,[ach number of uniform fl ow behind hock waye; 
als ilIach number in lIbsonic lream (reference 
14) 
lIach number behind various sh ock configurali ns 
mean ?lIaeh number 
local static pre sure 
static pressure of uniform flow ah ead of shock wave 
sLatic pressure of uniform flow behind shock wave 
tatic pre ures behind variou shock configllrati ns 
reservoir tagnation prc ure or tolal head 
local total head 
Latic pI' sure on urface of cone 
LaLic pres ure ju t afLel' initial pres ure jump 
Lhrough conical shock wave 
R eynold number at point of measl11'emenL on Ut'-
face of plate (UlciPI / MI) 
hock-wave thiekne s 
YelociLy in b undary layer 
velocity of uniform 11011' ah ead of hock-wan y tem 
free-s tream veloci ly 
point load on beam 
distance behind lrailing edge 
eli lance from ee n tcr line of wake 
raLio of specific. h eats 1n uper onic anel sub orne 
Lream, l'e peclively (reference 14) 
emiangle of wedge or c ne 
width of impul e-Lype wave (refere nce 14) 
coeffi cien L of visco ity in uniform n II" ah ead of 
shock-I\"twe y tem 
I ad ratio (W2/l f"I) 
densi ty in lmifonn flow abead of hock-Iravc sy lem 
REMARKS 0 SHOCK WAVES 
In experimental measurement of Lhe interaction beLwcen 
a hock wave and boundary luyerit i impo rtant tl laL lhe 
(' ential, t rll etl1re (i. e" pre sure eli lribl1ti n) of the hock 
,,·ave be kno,,"n . Thi di tributi n may, for yarious 1"('asons, 
not he Lh l' amc as thaL expectcd [rom imple th eory; the 
diff('renc(' may be of the ame order a the efr eel being 
mea ured in the inleraelion wi th a boundary layer. 'ome 
of the po ible problem arc discu sed below and some 
mea uremenLs of shock lru cLure arc pre enLe 1. 
STEP WAVE ' 
In an ideal fluid Lhe pl'e m e field aL a normal shock is a 
sLep di Lribution as indiealed by lhe olidline in ketch (a) . 
The pre me dislribution lhrough Lhe inclined waY(' origi-
nating aL a corner or at a wedge vel' Lex (see skelch (b» i also 
it Lep eli lribution. The Lhiekne s of the iran ilio n region 
i zero and Lhe pre sure gradient i infinile ; lhe slrenglh may 
he defined hy the pre sure ra lio P2/PI. 
3 The term <I ,t ' If' wav(' will SOIll C' timrs he used to distin~u ish it from the "im puls(\-Lypo" 
W tl\' C referred to luter. 
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(tI) Pressur profile tilrougb n step wan'. 
(b) Examplt's of step waves. 
Whcn account i taken of vi co ity (ancl hcat cond ucLion ), 
it is founel thaL the eli tribution is imilar to that sbo\\ n by 
the dotlcclline C ketch (a)), 0 that a hock thiekn es t can bc 
dcfined for thc iran iliolll'egion j tb e prc Slll'e gradient th ell 
is of the onlC'l' (P2-P1)/t. At a ':'Iach number of lA , t i of 
order 10 1 centimeLer and Lhe press ure gradient i of OJ'rlC I' 
lot almo pllC'l'c pel' eentimeler while al a ':' Iach number of 
1.001 , t i of order 10- 2 centimeter and thc press ure gradicnt 
i of ordcr 0.1 atmosphere pel' centimetc1'j th c. e values arc 
for normal shoeks. For inclined shock , the th icknesse t arc 
of the same OI'dcI's, but (for cornel' 01' wcdge angles of abou t 
5°) thc prcssure gradient are one-tenth a large as tho e for 
normal shock. (Dell ity gradients aJ'e of the same 01 dcI'. 
as pre lII'C gJ'adien ts.) 
Expt'l'imcntally, stationary shock can be ob erved only 
in Lhe prcscncc of bonnciarie, and boundaries introducc 
furthcr viscous effccLs oflcn greatly modifying tbe abovc 
the01clical re ult. For in lance, consider again th e ex-
ample's of tcp wavcs ( krLeh (b)). If boundary-layer efr cels 
are neglectcd , thcn tbc shocks in both cases ar e idcntical fol' 
the samc Jl and 0 in each case. In a real fl uid th er e is a 
boundary la:yel' ahead of lhe cornet shown at th e left, thc 
developmcnt of which ha pre umably , tarted some eli tance 
up trcam. The production of the shock " 'ave at this C01'nc l' 
invohTcs a trong interaction with the bou ndary layer, and. 
t he {',,'o, shock wavc and boundary Jay(yl', modify cach 
ot.hcr considcrably. In the case shown at t he r igh t th cre is 
a viscous regioll neal' lhr wedge verlex: \\' 11 icll is quite cl ifl'e l'cllt 
from the hounclary layer ill the COl'll cr . Agai n, th ere is a 
strong interaction h0tween thi vi cou rcgion anclth e hock 
which "originatc. " there, but th cfl'ccts " 'ill , of co ursc, hc 
difl'erellt from tho e at the cornel'. 
Thus il can be e:x:pectecl that "clean" sllOck ,,'avcs, haying 
t he theoJ'et ical pressure ficlds ShO \\'11 in sketch (9) of thc 
pres lll' profile through a stcp wave , " ,ill probably be the 
exccption rather tha.n the rule. 
In the casc of the wedge, the eff eel of y iseosil,y can be 
apprcciatecl by the following example. Let th e angle 0 of 
t he we(lge clecl'ea c continuously to zero. Thus Lhe wedge 
degenerate to a plane, along wh ich thc flow is s till , tJ'ongly 
retarded. I n the neighborhood of the nose there must be ~t 
strong treamline Clll'vatU1'e. T h i giyes rise to ome kind 
of pres ure field (shock followed by expansion), extcnding 
from the no c in t he O'eneral d ircction of the 11ach lint's. 
W it,h no vi cosity, tb erc would not have been llch a ,,'a,'c 
system. In thi case, then, tbe effect of vi co ity is \"Cry 
important. For fu r th er discussion of this, see reference 10. 
The geometric co ndition (e. g., small mechanical impcr-
f etion ) may al 0 be very impOl'lant. Considcr again a. 
nonviscoLls £low, impinging on a wedge of scmiangle 0 (skctc'h 
(c)) . The no e waye and a ::\1ach wave from a point Q 011 
the wedge intersect at a point P, defining a rcgion OQP whesc 
hc igh t i IIl' For small value of 0, llt ","blo whcl'c b= OQ. 
. ... wedqe 
(e) :-IonYiseous aow impinging on wedge. 
Now uppose OQ to be a mall portion ncar the nose of a 
weclo·e. If th ere i a disturbance somewherc on OQ, then its 
zone of in£lllence lies within th e triangle OQP and so can 
al 0 be characterized by the heigh t 1ft. Thus the cfrect of 
d isturbanccs 01' imperfectio ns ncar the nose will extcnd to 
distances inver ely proportional to t he wedge angle. In this 
casc, the magnit ude of the effect will depenel principally Oil 
th e ampli tude of the eli tlll'bance. uch a disturbance might 
be causcd by the viscou effect described above which , as has 
been seen q ualitatively , also increase in importance with 
clccr ea ing angle. 
Thcre is a thi rd cffect, that of no e bluntncs (sketch (d)). 
(d) EIT(ct of nose bluntness. 
This apparently cannot he treated in the samc way a a 
disLUl'banee on th e side of the wedgc. The chlieren 
pictures in figure 1 sh ow thc effect of bluntne of two wedge 
which differ only in no e l'acliu. EvidenUy the extent of the 
L 
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FIGURE 1.- EfTcct of nose bluntness Oll shock wave from wedge (adapted from reference 6). 0=1.5°; lvIl=1.2. 
region of influence depend on the no e bluntne s a well as 
the angle of the wedge sides. The whole question of this 
effeet i rclated to the problem of a detached shock in a 
vi cous fluid ; eyen qualitatiye estimates are very difficult. 
But, in general, thi effect ,yill also increase in relative 
importance if the wedge angle decrea es and the 1 [ach 
number appro ache unity. 
The effect of the wedge no e on the shock i vi ible in 
chlieren picture. Almo t invariably there is an expan ion 
region following the shock ncar it origin at the no e. For 
in tance, compare the picLul" in figures 2(a) and 2(b) which 
how the effect of wedge angle. In the case for which 0= l.5° 
th e nose effect can been to extend much farther than for 
Lhe wedge of larger angle. (Both wedge have comparable 
no e bluntne .) On the other hand, the effect of boundary 
layer on a hock produced in a corner i evideD t in figure 3. 
ar the origin there i clearly a con iderable difference in 
tructure between hock originatincr at a corner and those 
originating at a wedge. 
Pre sure measurements through hock, also rcvcal the 
effects de cribed above. Figure 4 hows the pres ure dis-
tribution lhrough he shock from a 3° wedge, Laken at two 
different height. The apparent thiclmess of the hock 
shown by the e measurement i not the thickne t referred to 
previously, which i everal order smaller , but rather i due 
to the turbulent boundary layer on the measuring probe. 
With a laminar boundary layer thi apparent thickne IS 
even much larger (d. fig. 5). 
J 
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REFLECTION OF SHOCK W A"E FROM BO NDAHY LAYEH 
(n) ScmiUlIgle 0, 1.5°; nose radius, 0.005 centimeter; M,= 1.4'1. (b) Semiane:lc a, 4.5°; nose radius. 0.005 centimeter; .MI = 1.44. 
FIGURE 2.-EJTeet of vertex angle on shock wnves from wedges. 
(a) Turbulent houndary layer; NI = J .42. 
( t ) Turbulent boundary layer; .11,=1.55. 
J'lGUHE 3.- :;hock wave in a Corner. 
(b) Laminar boundary layer; M,=1.42. 
(d) Laminar boundary layer; "'1 , = 1.55. 
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Flr.tm.; 4.-EfTl'rt of distancc from oririn of shock "'(I'·C . .1=30 ; _\(,=1.36; probe bOlUldary 
la)"~r, turbulent. 
In all ca es, the hoek will be clean at distance ufficiently 
fa r from the point where the:\- originate provided no otlwr 
inn uences enter the fielel. The ne cal')' eli Lance aL a given 
1 raeh number incl'ea e a Lhe wedge (or come l') angle 
decrease and as wedge billn Lne s increases. Wi tL in tlI(' 
confin(' of wind Lu n nel and model configura Lions u ('d in 
('xp('l' imenlal 'l'ork, iL i ometime Dot po ible Lo pl'oclu('e 
hoek wan ufficiently Jar from the region ,,-he1'e they a rt' 
to be u ed in an iny(' tigation ; lherefore, the a l o'-e con idera-
lion arc important. 
CONI C AL SHOCK WAV E 
The pres m e field of a cone in a nonviseoll s llpel'sc))li(' 
fl ow ( k etch (c)) con ist of a con ical shock wave OA atLach ed 
Lo the no e (for ~Ia.ch numbers above th e detachment 1[ach 
numbcr) follow cl b.\' an isentropic fi eld of ontinuou 1.'-
r i ing pres ure. " R y" 0),1 from th e nosc arc isobar . 
A typical pre ure dis tribuliOll along a Ii 1(' AB in a m eridia1l 
planc i k ctch ecl on the lcft. Thcrc i a jump i 1 p rc un' 
lJw-Pl, through the ('on ical h ock, as in thc ca c of lh tcp 
shock from a wecla-e . But il't the conical fleld the pressurc 
continuc r ising after thc initial jump until iL rcach es tll (, 
va lu e P. at the cone LIrfa,('c. For small c()nc angle' th " 
initial PI' lll' jump rna)" be v l'.r small compared with the 
total pressUl'C )'i se (c. g. , fol' a 50 half angle eonc at 1\1= 1.4, 
P/~ 
___ --Wedge 
1.20 I I 
Probe boundary layer 
0 
0 
116 
1.12 
1.08 
1.04 
1·°°6 4 
Upstream 
Laminar 
Turbulent 
2 
rro 
;j 
° Distance, em 
2 
'---Probe 
4 6 
Downstream 
FIGURE 5.-EITcct of probe boundary lnycr on static-pressure llleasurell1~nls through a shock 
wa,·c. 0=30 ; _\1 , =1.35-1 . 
~------~------------------------------~----------
(l') COil iral pressure fidel,. 
(PW-PI) /Pl i 4 pCJ'ceuL of (Ps-Pt) /Pl)4 so thaL a cl is tribulion 
n,lmo l likc lhat hown on thc righ t is obtaincd. 
The remarks maclc for thc step ",aye apply al 0 Lo lhe 
\\-avc 01' prc u1'c fielel clue Lo a cone. T he initia l pre ure 
jump, in parlicular, may b greatly modifi ed by no e effects. 
• R~cent computations by L ighlh ill (refercnce 15) show that the delkclion 0 lhrough the 
shock wa,·c from a cone is proportional to the fou rth power of the cone angi D. This result, 
togcther with the well-known relafion for the pressure cO<'ntricnt for coneS of mall an2lc, 
leads to the following ordcr-o[-magnilude rclatiolls [or COM ,hocks as comptlrc(l with wellgo 
shocks: 
( ~-~ ) ( ~-~ ) 1 Relath'c total prcssUl'c chang~, --- : --- ",".I log.,. jJl cune /Ji w(>d ~6 u 
( P~-PI ) (P'-PI) Rciati" e pressure jump through shock . : - -- ,,",.I'. PI co nC' PI Wed i G 
j 
l 
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Distonce, em Downstream 
FIr.L'lIE 6.-Static-Ilre ur~ sun-or through impulw-ly pc wavc from 2° conc_ JI{I=1.32; 
cone nose radius, 0.01 centimeter. 
1.040 
1.036 
MI / -.l 
-
~ ~ -==-J~Cone I I em 
-----L 
"'-
:; 1.032 
1.028 
I 
V 1024 
I 
-; 
II 
1.016 
1.012 
f j 
1.008 
1.004 
1.000 
1.2 .8 .4 o .4 _8 
Upstream Distance, em 
FWURE i.-Static-pr~ssure SWTCY throufrh wave from 5° cone. 
radius, 0.007 centimeter. 
234.J7G ;j:-; -2 
V 
/ 
1.2 1.6 20 
Downstream 
Fig'Ure 6 h ows the measurem ent of a wave from a 2° c:m' 
and figure 7, that from a 5° cone, both of cDmparable blun L-
ness . The greater no e effecL on the 2° C ne is clearly 
evident. The compl'ession-expan i n wave h own by Lhe 
mea ul'emrnL can be seen in th e schlirren picture of figure 
(a) . On th e oth er hanel, th e wave is much cleaner fr m 
the 5 ° cone sh wn in figure (b) _ 
A poinl of i nte re Li the f Howing : To the presslll'e jump 
)JW-PI of s ke tch (e) there is a c l'l'esp oncling density jump 
PIO- PI that sh :n Ilcl be visible in a chlieren piclUL'e, which 
hows up clen ity gradients. H owever, if Lhis jump is ve ry 
small , th en th e C ITe p neling Sh Clck th ick:nes ' t i ],elaLively 
la rge anel L11e densiLy gradient is small , as 11 \\'n above. 
Thus a clean cone \\'aye will often n oL be vi ible aL all in 
schlieren pictlll'es (for cone angles les than about. 5°) . 
(Sec, e. g. , fig. (b).) 
emianglc 0,2°; nose radius, 0.01 ccntimcter; )/,= 1.:32. 
(h) Scmiangle Ii, 5°; noS(! radius, 0.007 centimctcr; .1/1=U2. 
FIr-V ilE .-Effect. of \'cl'tex anglo on shock wavcs (rom c I1l\fL 
IMPU LSE-TYPE WAVES 
The term " impulse-type 'wave" will be applied tCl a 
pressure field con isting of a sharp compl'es ion immediately 
followed by an expansion (see sketch (f)). It may be 
t wo-dimensional or axially symmetric. The initial part of 
th e conical wave shown in figure 6 is the impulse type. In 
this ca c, howeve r, it is followed by a second compression. 
A two-dimensional impulse-type wave withou t a following 
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compres ion can be obtained according to nonvi cous theory 
by the method shown in sketch (f) . After being deflected at 
the nose of a wedge, the flow is expanded around a corner 
until it i parallel to its original direction. Along the line AB, 
through the point of intersection of shock wave and expansion 
wave, the pre sure distribution will be like that shown. 
For mall wedge angle, P3=PI' 
A mea urement of such an impulse wave is given in 
figure 9. 
A --------~~~---------
(I) 1m pulse·type wa vc. 
GENERAL CONSIDERA TIO S ON SHOCK-WAVE REFLECTION 
REFLECTION OF IN CLINED SHOCK WAVE FROM I'LANE SURFACE 
In nonvi cous flow the simple t example of a shock 
refl ection is that illu trated in sketch (g). Th e ini tial 
A c 
B E 
: "" Pressu re distribution: 
P3
1 
i " 
P2 , - - - - ', '--- olong woll 
PI ________ -.1.: __ ----1 ----------- olong streomline ob 
(g) Shoek reOcctioD in DODviscous flow. 
two-dimen ional flow, at Mach number NIl and parallel to 
the wall DE, is di turbed by the inciden t traight compression 
L_ 
1.12 
1.10 
1.08 
1.06 
1.04 
1.02 
1.00 
.98 
.96 
.94
6 
Upstreom 
4 2 
" 
~ 
""-' ""- , 
\ 
o 
Distonce, cm 
\p 
2 
2.lcm 
~ 
4 6 
Downstream 
FIGURE 9.- Static-prcssure sun'cy through impulse·type wave. M t = 1.38. 
step wave 5 AB of strength P2/PI' To make the flow down-
stream of B parallel to the wall , there mu t be another 
compre sion wave BC originating at B and having a !.rength 
P3/P2. The pressuTC distribution along a streamline ab and 
along the wall are ho\\-n in the sketch by dashed and 
h eavy lines, respectively. 
Th e strength P2/Pl of the incident wave may be defined, 
instead, by the angle 0 of the di turbanee supposed to 
produce it (sec, e. g., sketch (b)). F or a given 0 the pres ure 
ratio acro the hock P2/Pl and across the reflected \\-ave 
P3/Pl will vary with MI. Curve for the pressure ratio, 
which are easily calculated from a shock polar, are given in 
figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 hows the limi t for an attach ed 
5 See section "Remarks on Shock " ·:)'E'S." 
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shock. Correspondingly , there is a limi t for a simple, or 
regular, reflection (fig. 11). For val ues of M l below this 
limit the reflection i the so-called "Mach reflection" (see 
section "11ach reflections"). 
In a real flow, there is a boundary layer (laminar or turbu-
lent) on the wall. This modifies th e simplr reflection 
pattern and the pres ure di tribu tion hown in sketch (g). 
1.6 
' :: "~~2 I~ PI I? 
~:)( ~ 8 (deg) t-- 6 / r--.. 
Lim" fO'O"O~ .~ --- 5 shock .. ---_. '. 
---
4 
K '---- 3 /; 
--
2 I' I'-- I 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
' 9.0 1. 2 1.3 14 1.1 1.5 1.6 
Mo ch number, .M, 
FI(1URE 1O.-Prcssure ratio across inclined shock. 
. ,5 
1.6 f--t---r--t--+-;l-j,----t-/--W 
P3/P, .4 
1.4 .---+---t----t;/---!-:r-;/ -.p... ...... -I--+--+--I--+--j 
,-3 
,-2 
I. 2 f---+--t'-t-*-¥ 
.-1 
J 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
Mach number. M, 
FIGURE H.-Pressure ratio acrOss regular reflection . 
The experimen ts repor ted below are concerned principally 
with detailed measur ements of these reflection pattern and 
pressures in the pre ence of t urbulent and laminar boundary 
layers. 
On e of the most striking feature i the difference in cffects 
ob tained with t lll'bulent and laminar boundary layers, 
l'c~pectively (fig . 12) . Thi difference ,,-a fi l' t observed in 
(a) Tw-bulcnt boundary la)·rr. 
(b) Laminar boundary layer . 
FI r- unE 12.- Typical shoek-wa\'e reflections from flat surface with boundary layer. 
experimen ts on t ransonic regions (references 3 and 5) . 
However , in the transonic case, the" incoming" hock, at 
orne distance from the boundary layer, actually depend on 
th e boundary layer , a well as on th e flow field , and cannot be 
controlled independently. Therefore it is difficult to study 
th e effect of th e boundary layer itself. 
In some early inves tigation into the configuration corre-
sponding to that shown in sketch (g), an inclined hock wave 
was produced by a wedge and allowed to intersect a flat 
surface. P ictures of the reflection patterns for turbulent 
and laminar bound ary layer were presented in reference 6, 
togeth er with a quali tative discussion of the phenomena. 
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'orne morc reeenL chliel'ell photoo-raph of the typical 
patt ern a rc r eproduced infigul'es 12 (a) ancl12 (b) . H.ouo-h-
ly , Ul(' appearance of th e refl ection i alway a follow: 
, Yith a turbuLnt boundary layel' (fig. 12 (a) and , keLeh 
(11)), there i a thicke ing of the layer immediately ups trc'am 
of th e poinL of intcr ecLion wiLh th e shock. The compres ion 
field du e Lo thi thicke ning modifies th e shape of th e incident 
Ilnd reflected wa" e in Ute neighbo rh ood of t be point of in-
ler;::ec lion . 
~ I / i ./tJ------
----
Turbulent boundary layer Laminar boundary layer 
(h) Hefl"ction nallerlls. 
,ri th a lcuninal' houndary lity('/' (fig. 12 (b) and ketch (11 )), 
lhe thickenulg i not 0 abrupL bu L I eg Lll up t ream at a 
eli tance which may be of tIl e order of 50 boundary-laye r 
Lhickne e (as 'ompa red with abo u t 5 in the tu rbulent ca e). 
TIll: compre s ion fidel du e Lo Lhis tbickeni.ng i g reater in 
extent and n ot so concenLrated a in th e turhulent ca e. 
Tear tIl e point of inte rsecLio n, tlle in cid ent wave reflect a 
from a free jet surface and Lh e boun la ry laye r ha a II corner," 
,,'hich i also the vertex of an expansion II fan. " After th e 
co rn er there i a tl'ong curvature in the boundary laye r 
giYing r i e to a e('ond ('ompJ'e s ion r egion. Tran ilion 
ma~· or may not occur followiJ1 <T th e r efl ection proce s, de-
p ending on the R eynol l )lumber, t rength of incident 
ho(,k, and so forth. 
Far from the urfa('e, t he incident and refl ected w aves 
sllould be l ike tho e pred ic ted by the imple nOllvi cou 
th eo ry ; th e com pre sio n and expan s ion r eg ion must com-
bine to give II in the la rge" th e ame imple pattern ( ee, e. 0'., 
ketch (b)) for both turbulen t and laminar boundary layers.s 
But in the' interaction region (which may extend to seve'ral 
hun(\1'e(1 boundary-layer thicknc c ) it seem evi lrn t tha t 
th e differen ce are mol' t ha n difJ'erenee in calc ancl that tIl(' 
de cription of b e two phenomena may differ e enLially. 
Before p r e enti.ng the m ('a urem ent obtained for reflec-
t ion cor1'e poneling to th e rt'gular case (see sketch (g)), it 
better per pective will be obtained by consid ering briefly 
om e of tbe other ("a e of hock refl ect ion that m ay OCCUl'. 
OT H ER SH O .K, REFLECTION co ' FI GU RATI ONS 
Normal sh ock near a wall .- ince, by clefmi tion, a normal 
hock i perpendicular to the direction of flow, th e How con-
dition through a n ormal hock n car a wall arc ati fied 
without th e introduction of any other shock or di con tinuity; 
tha t is, th er e is no reflection. (. ee ke tch (i) .) The th e-
oretical urface pres ure d istribu tion is then a pr es ure jump 
6 In most practical cases, however. the dista nces can not be freely chosen but are governed 
bl' other characteristic length parameters enterin g the problem. for example, wind·tunnel 
si~e, height ofa super onic zone, and so fo rth. For such caS('S the reflection process in the real 
fluid may differ c elltially from t h ideal· flu id casco 
(i) ::\ormnl shock ncar a wall. 
li ke that ae ros the reflection of an inclined shoc·k. For flo\\' 
pa t a straigh t wall th e pressure jump at a gi\"en ::\Iach 
number i high er through a normal shock than t llrough any 
other refl ection pattern . 
An important proper t.y of the normal sh ock is that the 
::\ I ach numhe r JJ2 of the fl ow after the sh ock is less than 
unit.\,; lhe normal shock eparates a supersonic field from a 
ubsonie one. Since th e field down trcam i sub oni c, i t i 
not pos iblc to de ('t' ibe a normal- h ock confIguration with-
out spccif.\'ing the "condition at infini t.\' ,' wherea most 
regular r efl ect ion can be discussed b.\" con iclering onl.\' the 
completC'l\' upersoni field ncar the poin t of reflection. For 
thi rca on expe riment on in teraction of a no rmal h ock \\'ith 
boundar\· lan' r ma.\' he omel\'hat more difficult t han those 
\\' ith a regular refl ection, for th e inLc raction ma~' ch ange 
condit ion s at infinit.\', tilu ch an ging the n ormal hock , 0 
that th e latte r cannot be independentl.\' controlled . 
Actuall.\', even for " reg ular " r efl ection ther e is a "mall 
range of ::\Jach numbers j\11 for which 113<' ( eC' fig. 11 ), 
th at is, for whi ch th e fielel af ter the r eAection is ub onic, so 
th at uch confIguration must b e afl'ectecl b~' condi l.iuLo. at 
infinit.\,. Thi s will be discus cd below in he eel ion dealing 
\\'i th ':' l ach reflections . 
Example of normal, or n ear·normaI, shocks at a \\'all may 
be obserwel experimen tally in transoni c reg ion (fig. lIb 
andUc in referen ce 5), ahead of a choked duct ( fi g. 13 (a)), 
ancl at th e ba e of a ::\ fach reflection ( ee sketch (j)) . 1\01'-
mal-shock egm en ts al 0 occur in many other flow patterns, 
fo r example, in detach ed hocks. 
Maeh refiections.- In fig ure 11 , between l he lin e for a 
normal hock and th e line showing the limi t 1'01' a regular 
reflection , i th e region of ::\ Iach r efl ection. In a ::\1ach 
refl ection ( ketch (j)) th e inciden t wave branche, at ome 
point P above th e urface, in to a " r efl ected" lI'aye P C and a 
n early normal \\'a ve PB (u u all~· curv d) . The en tropy 
ch ange ac ross APC and acms PB arc diff eren t, but th e 
pre Sllr e ratio and the flow d irection mu t b e the ame. 
Therefor th er e mLl t exi t a velocity disc on inui t~·, or vortex 
heet, Pi) extending down t ream from P. T h e e fcature of 
A c 
P3 
~~-=~~~=S 
P 3 
B 
(j) Mach reflection. 
1 
I 
I 
~ 
1 
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(a) ""ormal shock at mou th of duct. 
(t) ~[ach reflection. 
(u) l\Iach reJJectioll. 
(d ) Rc!!:ular reflection . 
FI Gl' RE 13.- Uifurc:ltion at base of shock·w,\\, refl ection. 
a ~1ach rcflcction are evident in the ehji er en picture of 
figure 13 (b) . 
At lea t a portion of the nO\\' down tn'am of a ::\Iach re-
flection is ub onic, and th rl'efo l'e the configm a tion is not 
independent of conditions at infini ty. The ame is true also 
of regular rrf]ections in the region to the left of .l f3= 1 in 
figure 11. 
incC' ::\laeh l'C'flections and normal shock oceUt' , a \I' r ll a 
rcgular rcflections, and since their regions of definition arc 
not clear-cut, especially in the presence of boundar,)' layers, 
it is useful, in an experimental invcstigation, to keep in mind 
their characteristics. 
Bifurcated shocks.- A phenomenon fJ' equ enLly ob el'v ed 
neal' the intersection of a hock wi th a \\' all is an apparC'n t 
branching of the shock, or "bifu rcation," neal' i ts base 
( ketch (Ie) and fig . 13) . An inve tigation in to this phenom-
enon was made by FagC' and Sal'O"ent (referen ce 11 ) wi th some 
Q ------ R 
At a normal shack 
near a wall 
At a Mach 
reflection 
(ki Bifurcated shock~. 
~ 
At a regu lar 
reflection 
m eaSUl'em ent on the interaction of hocks with a turbulC'nL 
boundary layer in a nozzle. 
The configuration som etimes looks much like the triplc-
slwck configUl'ation of a ::\1ach reflection (bu t inverted) and 
there is usually a vor tex sheet QR xtending dO \l'nstream 
from the branch point. However, the l'easons for the 
existence of the two ases arc differen t. The Uach reflection 
is the triple-shock configuration that must exist when a 
regular reflection is not possible, and it doc not depend on 
the presence of a boundary layer on the walL On thc other 
hanel , th e bifurcation depends entirely on the boundal'~' 
lo,.,'e r . The pressure rise acro the shock sy tem separates 
(01' thickens) the boundary layer ahead. This deflection of 
the boundary layer gives rise to an oblique compl'e sion 
hock (or con tinuou compre sion) which is the front leg 0(' 
th e bifurcation. The other leg must exist to give proper 
continui ty of flow' direction and pressW'e , as explained abo,'e. 
(Also note next paragraph.) Thus, bifurcation may occllr 
at the base of a normal shock, a ~1ach reflection, 01' a regular 
r eflection (fig. 13) . 
It docs not seem too in tructive to study the bifurcation 
from the poin t of view of the geometl'i . eond ition which 
must be sati fieel . The" branches" of the liiful'cation arc 
more likely to he continuous compre sion l'rgions than sharp 
shocks and so do not give the triple-shock configuration in 
the sen e that a :\fach reflection doc. 
_ J 
.~-- ----.---~ 
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Reflection of conical shock waves.- The conical preSSUl'e 
field due to a cone in a nonviscous supersonic flow has been 
di cus ed in the ection "Remarks on hock Waves" and 
i there illu trated by ketch (e). If a flat urface i placed 
along AB, then, to tum the flow parallel to AB, there must 
be a continuou reflection pattern behind the hyperbola of 
inter ection through A. The theoretical analysis of thi 
reflection i difficult (e. g., reference 16, p. 416) and has 
apparently not yet been completely worked out. However, 
it eem reasonable that, quali.tatively, the surface pre sure 
eli tribution, along a meridian, will al 0 look like that of 
sIc tch (e) but with ordinates approximately doubled. In 
the e)..-periments de cribed below, cones were fOlIDd useful 
to produce pre UTe field like that on the right of the sketeh, 
having no teep front . In this way the effect of pre sure 
gl'a lient on the boundary layor oan bo tudied. 
Reflections of shocks from curved surfaces.- Tbe refleo-
tion of a curved hock or pres ure field from a plane surface 
i , in a way, I),n ilwel'Se problem to that of reflection of a 
l)lll.ne shock from I), cylindri al surface. Her , again, there 
a1' I),pparently no c e th oretically worked ou t. In 
prcs ure-probe mea Lll'ement through shock wave, theo-
retical re uIt would be u cful in evaluating th error due 
to the reflection of par t of the shock from the probe urface 
(without, at fir t, taking account of the interaction with the 
boundary laycr on the probe). The problem i that of the 
reflection of a plane shock from a circular cylinder. 
Reflection of an impulse-type wave.- If a weak impul e-
type wave, having the form shown in kotch (l), is reflected 
Weak impulse - type wave Surface pressure at 
ref leel ion from flal surface 
(I) Ro[\ection of weak impulse·type wave. 
from a flat urfaco, then the surface pressure distribution 
ncar the "point" of reflection will look like that on the right 
of the diagram (cf. reference 14). 
The reflection of a strong impulse-type wave cannot be 
treated by a linearized theory. However, it can be expected 
that qualitatively it will be, in general, similar. On the 
other hand, viscosity (i. e., boundary layer) will probably 
modify the distribution in an important manner. The 
effect of the boundary layer on an impulse-type wave IS 
tudied in the experiments reported below. 
EXPERIME TAL SETUP 
WI D T NNEL 
The mea mement were made in the GAL IT 4- by 10-
inch tlUUlOl. (See fig, 14.) Thi tunnel is a continuou ly op-
Pressure bOX.", 
.-Diffuser 
..Second- throat 
/ flexible plole 
._,.- Boundary -Ioyer 
Second - throat contro' .. · .. ·compensolion 
control 
F,GU IlE 14.- ketch oC a ALCIT 4- by 10- by 4 inch lransonic·tunnc1 test section . 
erating tunnel with Iacb numbers .in the super onic range 
from M = 1.1 to M = 1.55. The tunnel incorporate a 
flexible nozzle of very simple design and a traversing y tern 
which traverses continuou ly in two direction. The tUlllel, 
the flexible nozzle, and it performance are briefly de cribed 
in the appendix. 
SCHLIE HE SYSTEM 
chlieren photograph were taken using spark expo ures 
of a few microseconds' duration. The phenomena observed 
are, however, very teady and the photograph correspond 
to the re pective pre nre distributions. pm'k expo ures 
are advantageou in eliminating any lack of l'e olution due 
to oscillaLion of the schlieren system during exposure. An 
idea of the lin1it of resolution may be obtained from figure 
(b), which haws a conical shock havillg a clen ity gradient 
of about 0.01 atmosphere pel' centimeter. 
PRE S HE PROBES 
tatic pre sure within the field of flow was mea ured 
using a tatio tubo of 0.05-ineh out ide diameter with a 
pointeu tip and two 0.014-inch-diameter orifice approxi-
mately 2 inche from the tip. It WI), found important for 
accurate mea urement of teep pres ure gradients to make 
the boundary layer on tho tube turbulent. This wa ac-
complished by a ring of 0.005-inch wire around the tube 
about 0.2 inch rearward of the tip of the probe. The im-
portance of this precaution can be seen from a sample 
mea urement as presented in figure 5. Stagnation pre ure 
I 
I 
.~----------.-. --- --
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was measured with a probe made from a hypodermic needle 
flattened at the mouth. The pertinent dimensions arc 
given in figure 15. 
?> ,;; .;nn , . 
Cross section of 
toto I-head tube 
Totol-heod tube mounted 
.. -- - on troversing st rul 
" """'m j"""'" ~"'''''' ::; , 
,/ ·--- ---Plate 
Locotion of sta tic-
pressure ori f ice 
.07 mm~.25mm 
T f 
5 
.4 
0-~ 
"0---..0-
.3 
0 ~ 
<f 
. 2 
.1 
°8 6 
Upstreom 
4 2 
° 
2 4 
Distonce, cm I Region of pressure- , 
I distribution meosurements for shock-wove ond boundory-Ioyer interoction 
6 8 
Downstream 
F WU RE 15.-Variation of tolal hcad along Oat surface with laminar bou nd ary In)·cl". 1),', 
pres urr illdicated by lotal-head tube; P., slagnation pre sUl"e. 
SHEAR LA YE RS 
A great deal of efl'ot't wa spen t in trying to produce 
super onic hear layers. It wa fU' t attempted to obtain a 
heal' layer in the wake of a curved hock wave. Here the 
entropy change, variable from. point to point on the wave, 
produces a wide slipstream, that i , a sheaI' layer. Thi 
method is cl an and elegant but at the ?-. lach numbers which 
could be reached (JJ < 1.6) the po. ible variations of entropy 
and, therefore, of velocity in the hear layer arc too mall 
to be used for an investigation of refl ection proce es. 
Wire grid of uneVen pacing were next tried. H ere the 
difficulty aro e that the velocity distribution behind such a 
grid was not m.ooth and varied rapidly in the down tream 
direction. Furthermore, the los es in the production of the 
shear layer were 0 great as to bring the tunnel near the 
choking condition and hence manipulation wi th a wedge and 
shock waves was not possible. 
The wake from a flat plate wa fOlmd to be the best way 
under the pre ent cone! itions to produce a hear layer. The 
wake ha the disadvantage that the velocity di tribution is 
not monotonic and the reflection chamcteristic are therefore 
more involved. 
REFLECTIO OF S HOCK WAVES FR OM nou DARY LAYERS 
(M EASU RE M ENT OF SURFACE PRESSURES) 
hock wave from a wedge or cone is allowed to intersect 
the flat surface of a plate. (ee sketch (m).) The plate is 
---. Stotic - pressure hole 
(m) Int rseetion of hock w,w e from wed ge Or cone with plate . 
supported from the side walls, and its angle of attack relative 
to the flow direction is adj ustable. The wedge or cone is 
mounted on the strut attached to the traversing carriage 
(fig. 14) 0 that it position, vertical 01' horizontal, can be 
varied continuously during operation. With this arrange-
ment the incident shock wave can b e moved back and forth 
over one of the tatic holes in the surface of the plate. Thus 
the pres ure ahead of and behind the point of intersection 
is measured at a ingle tatic hole a the shock wave pa se 
over it. This is equivalent to fixing the shock and taking 
measurements on a cries of tatic hole in the vicinity of 
the intersection, provided the boundary-layer characteristics 
are constant, or nearly con tant, over the region traversed. 
At the position where most of the m asnrements were made 
(R = O.9 X I06) there i little change in the boundary layer 
over the measuring region (c. g., fig. 15) . The error increases 
for measurements nearer the leading cdge of the plate, but 
then another effect (sec "Remark on Boundary Layers in 
upersonic F low") becomes even more important. 
This method has e\' eral advantages: In the first place, 
attaching a wedge or cone to the traversing stru t i consider-
ably ea ier and faster than upporting it from the wall (in 
the present te t section). Secondly, there is no need to 
correct for reading difference in a serie of static holes and 
there is no catter in the readings. ome of the small 
pressure gradients mea ured would be completely obliterated 
by the differences that can be expected between difl'erent 
hole. Furthermore, it would be impossible to place, within 
the small I' o-ions invc tigated, a sufficient number of holes. 
Finally, it is quite convenient, experimentally, to make all 
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rt'acting on a ingle m a nom eLer \\' ithout switching devices 
and 0 for th. ome error co uld be introduced by r eflection 
of Lunnel \\'ave, from Lh e wedge, as Lhe la tter move forward. 
Comparing rC' ults of \'ariou run mad C', for example, with 
Lhe wedge at two diJJ'crC' nL heighL , indica te tbaL thi en' ccL 
\Va not impor tan t in Lh e m ea urcmenLs prcsented h C' rC'. 
ilang(' in. Lhe ve rti cal and horizontal posi t ion. of Lhe 
we Ige 01' con e can. be mn,d e Lo within 0.01 cen t imeLe r. 
Pre ure are measured on mercury and on alcohol manom-
eler , d epC' nding on th e magnitudes of the pre ure change 
hcina tudiC'd. The accu raciC' are ab u t 0.01 cC'ntimeter of 
m ercury and 0.1 cen timete r of al cohol , r esp ectivcly. 
III sLudyill a the effC' cL of tu rbulent ancllaminar 1 oundary 
layers, th e tlll'bulen t bo u nel ary layer \,ras ohLained by 
sLrekhing a \'e ry thin wire acro th e surface of th e plaL(' 
n eal' iLs leading C'dge. A more detailed discus, ion o[ tJle 
boundary layC'r is give'1 in lhC' sC'cl ion "Remarks on Boundary 
Layer in L up C'r onic Flow." 
MEAS REM E TS OF TOTAL H EAD 
Tb C' sam C' technique a (1<.'sc l'i/) ('(1 in the preccding cc lioll 
wa used to m ea ure LoLal h C'ad Yery ncar the sllrfacC'. 
loLa l-11 C'acl lube wilh a nal narrow moulh (Figs. 15 ancl 16) 
(n) T urbulent bou nd,},")" layer. (Tota l,head tubc Yisihlr in hOundary InFr, 1lt lower rig-h , 
corner or picture.) 
(h) Laminar houndary layer. 
F'Gt:HE IG.-HeUection patterns or 4.50 shock wnw. .If, = 1.4". 
was fixed Lo Lhe urface of lbe plate. Di LribuLion of lo lal 
b ead ncar th e urface wa then mea ur('(l by moyina the 
interact ion zone back and forth oYC'r il , as desc ribed a hoy C'. 
BO NDA RY,LAYER PROFILES 
::-l ea m emenLs of Lotal hC'acl a t ya ri ou IH'iahls in Lhe 
boundary layer were made with a toLal-h ead lube whi ch 
was eL at various h eighL by mean of Lh e lraYC'l' ing lrul. 
There wa no vibralion of lh tube. Typical profilC' , com-
puted from th e mea uremenl , and dim C'n ion of L11 C' probe 
are shown in fig ure 17. 
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FlGL'RE li.- Bound ary,layer profll,·s on fiat sur faoe . .\{ = 1.40; R = 0.9X 10' . 
PROD "fl O OF S H OCK WAVES AT A O RNER 
Pres LIre dis tribu Lion in the vicinily of a cornel' in uper-
onic flow were obtained by a similar m ethod . A wedaC', 
formina a comer at it line of contact with the plate (fig. 3), 
i moved back anel forth, by tbC' tl'l1\-C'r ing ll'u t, l'elatiye to 
a fixed sLatic hole on tbe plate. This giye the pres pre 
dislribution ahead of th e corne l'. 
VlSUA LI ZATlON Ot' TRANSIT ION I BO NDA RY LAYE R 
E sentially, Lhe L chniqu e used for visualiza tion of Lran i-
lion in bound a ry layers is similar to the contamination and 
evaporation technique used by BriLi h inve tigators . (See 
reference 17 Jo r a ummary. ) The polishC'd flaL plate used 
for the boundary-layer and s urface-pre lJl'C' mC'a ureme ts 
was coated wi th a ve ry Lhin film of machine oil. Dur ng 
operation, Lhis Film of oil would catch the YC' I'y fine particles 
of dl! t prC'se nL in the ail'. Probably b eca use of Lh e y 1'y 
much grealer diffusion or turbulenL mixing which occurs in 
th tmbulenL boundary layer, th e r egions of tbe plale with 
Lurbulent flow are coaLe 1 wiLh Lhe dusL parlicle and appear 
dull a omparecl with t il shinyapp a,ran of th pOl'ti n 
\\' ilh laminar boundary layer. Figme] how Lh C' t1'3CC'S 
of typical paLLC'rns, It was found Lhat th e cl C'mal'ea t ion of 
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meter; width of pla te, 10 ccntiml'ters. 
th Lwo region became more p ronounced if Lile tunnel \\" a, 
operatC'd momenLarily wiLh condensatio n. That Lh e Lwo 
region observed really eli tingui hed Lhe laminar and l ur-
bulenL t,ypes of boundary-layC'r How was confirm ed by: 
(1) ProfilC' measm·emenl in the Lwo rC'g ion (fig. 17) . 
(2) ThC' facL Lbat LbC' ob C'fved laminar ty pe co uld 
be changed inLo Lhe turbulC'nt Lype eith er by ra is ing Lhe 
Reynold number of the fl o\\' or by introducing eli turb-
ance on Lhe surlace of thC' plate. 
RES LTS OF MEASUREME TS OF SHOCK- WAVE AND 
BOUNDARY -LAYER INTERACTION 
In this sec Lion, surfaeC' p1"C' u re distrib ution arc presentC'C1 
for several cases of shock-wa\TC' and boundary-layer in Lcr-
acLion, togeLhC'l' wiLh related measurem ent . The l·esulL 
for Lhe case invesLigated are quant itaLive. HowevC'r , th C' 1"C' 
is no attempL to presen L data for a long eric of m ea ure-
ment , such a mighL be made with a (riven confi g urat ion 
and varying parameter, for example, JI and R. R aLher, 
everal differenL configuration arc invC' tigated; thC' e hOIl-
the typical efrects and thC'ir relat ive impor tance. Wi Lil 
ome of th more impor tant C'[fecL establi b ed a nd Lh C' 
general picLure Lhus outl ined , a morc detailed eri C's of 
mea lIl'elTIC'oL can be made if rC'quired for any s p('c ifi c 
purposC'. 
In presenLing LhesC' elata , the zero of Lh e posiLion coo rcli-
nute i taken a the (tllC'ol'C'tical ) intC'l'section of the hock 
wave lI·iLL th C' urfacC' (C' . g., ee sketch in fig. 19) . Thi i 
II ually obtained directly from photograph by extending 
the sLraigh t portion of t11C' bock wave till iL intC'rsects Lhe 
s urface. This gi\-es good checks with. thaL obtained by 
calculaLion of the w avC' angle, in cases whC're the , llOCk wave 
i clean. Th e ve r t ical coordinaLe is gi\Ten a 6.plpo, where 
6.P = P-Pl a nd PI is the LaLic pressur e in the uneli Lurbcd 
fl ow ahead of th interaction; p i the local talic pre sm'c_ 
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FIG U RE 19.- Tloficrlio l1 of 'hock w,,,·o from fiat surface. 6= 4.50 ; .11,= 1.44; R = 0.9X10'. 
The tagnation pr e s ure Po i atmospheric prC'ssure in all 
ca es. R eynold number at Lhe point of measurement and 
Lhe ::\1ach number in Lhe undi turbccl £10\\7 arc also noted in 
C'ach fig ure. 
The th eoret ical pre s ure jump for th e reflection , which i 
obLained by using figure 11 and tables of plpo again t J..1, is 
al 0 hawn. Howeve r th c ignificance of Lhis ind icated 
Lh eor etical pre su re j limp i som ewhat doubLful. lighL 
difference in flow condition give different efl'ective wedge 
angles . In figure 19 a change of 0.01 in the theoreLical value 
of th press ure jump would be cau cd by a change of 0.15° 
j n efl'ect ive II-edge angle. 
The pre s ure distributions could not be rel iably conLinued 
fa rther down Lream Lhan hown in the figUl'e , becau e of 
in Lerference due to lI-avC's from tbe trailing C'dgC' 01' ide of 
til wcc\ gC's used. 
REFLE CTION OF A ~.5° STEP WA VE 
A pr e s ure survey through tbe hock wave from a 4.5 0 
wedge is ho\\·n in figure 20. Thi wave was l'e(]ec(,ed from 
,,--._--------_. --~----------------- -- .. _-- --- -- ------- ~·~--I 
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a flat smface with t urbulent and laminar boundary layer , 
for which profile measmements are given in figme 17. 
(Al 0 see ection "Comparison of M ea w·ed and Theroretical 
R e ults.") chliercn pictmes of tb reflection patterns in 
the two ca es are reproduced in figUl'e 16, and urface pres me 
eli tribution ar given in figure 19 . 
.411 . ~\ 
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FIGURE 20.-Static-pressure sur vey through step wave from 4.50 wedge. 0=4.50 ; iV ,=1.44. 
everal fea tm es of the e pre sme di tributions are out-
Landing: (1) For the Lmbulent case the pressm·e ri e 
s teeply with little preliminary com pre sion. In th e laminar 
case th r e i an initial small rise, or " bump," in the di tri-
bution, b eginning con iderably farther upstream of the main 
ri e. (2) The steep parts of the curves aI'e displaced by 
abou t U centimeter; for the laminar ea e it i farther back. 
(3) The pre m e for the tmbulent ca e fiTst rise to a value 
near that predic ted by imple theory and then deerea es. 
In the laminar case Lhere i an appreciable overcompre ion, 
followed by an expansion. A noted above, the indica ted 
theorel-ical value is doubtful ; but the difference in pI' s ure 
ri es for tmb ulen t and laminar cases is r eal. 
Figure 21 is adapted from the mca m ements given by 
Fao-e and arge nt (reference 11) . Thi give the pres ure 
eli tl'ibution due to the reflection of a wave of nearly the 
arne strength a the one in figure 19 . The figme give 
data only for a tmbulont boundary layer at a higher R eynolds 
number than that in the above ase (6 X 106 a compared 
with 0.9 X 106), but it will b e noted that the dis tribution is 
imilar to the turbulen t ease of figme 19 . 
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FIGURE 21.-ReficcLion of shock wave from fiat surface (adapted (rom Fage and Sargent, 
reference ll , fig. 7) . • ,,"5°; ;\[,= 1.47; R=6X I()6; turbulent boundary layer; theoret ical 
tlp/P .. 0.19. 
REFLECTIONS OF A 3° STE P WAVE 
A similar et of measm ement , using a 3° wedge, i given 
in figure 22. (The shock wave here is the one for which a 
pre ure m-vey j given in fig. 4 (y= 2.5 cm) .) In thi ca e, 
the pre m-e rise, in both ca e , are higher than the theoret-
ical (again note the remark made above) . The total ri e 
in the laminar case i higher than tha t in the turbulen t case. 
MACH REFLECTIONS 
:Mea UT ment of surface pre ure at 1Iach reflections are 
given in figUTc 23 . Thc c how the same featm-es as the 
regular refiection above. A cblieren pictUl'e of thi M ach 
reflection i r eproduced infigur 13 (c) . 
REFLE 1'10 OF A 10° CONE WAVE 
Figure 24 give sm-face pre ure distribu tions for th e reflec-
tion of the wave due to a 10° cone. This figuTe hould be 
compared with the pres ure di tributions at the reflection 
of a comparable tep wave, shown in fio-Ul"e 22, and note 
hould b e taken of the imila,ri ty in up tream pre sure dis-
tribution in the two aSe . 
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FICUHE 25.- Conical shock reflection. Half conc angle 0, 5°; ,'1,= l.32; R=O.9X to'. 
R EFLE CTIO S OF A 5° CO NE WAVE 
Fig ure 7 gives pre sure m easurem ents through the wave, 
and figure 25 give the urface-pressure measurement at the 
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reflection , for turbulent ancL laminar bou ndal','- la,','e rs, A 
,departure from Lhe t rends of the last four cases will bc ob-
s rvcd; that is, there is no relative displacement of the two 
curves; they coincide with each other early. 
In connection with this it should be noted tha t a SO cone 
wavc ha a total theor tical pressure rise Ps/Pl of l.05 and 
corresponds, in total p ressure ri e, thaL i , in strength, Lo a 
1 ° tep wave, H ow ve l' , the initial theo retical pressure jump 
Pw/Pl i only 1.002, and 0 , because of the effect of sho ck 
thickne s, the ini tial prcssurc grad ient may be onl,\T of the 
order 0,01 atmosphcre pel' centimeter (ee ection " R emarks 
on Shock Waves") and separa tion may not occur. 
SUPERSONIC FLOW AT A CO RNER W ITH BO UNDARY LAYER 
The pre Ufe distributions ahead of a cornel', for t urbu-
lent and laminar flow, are presented in figures 26 and 27 . 
, 'chlieren pictures of th Lwo case arc reproduced in figure 
3 (c) and 3 (d). The imilarity between these pres ure dis-
tribu tion and tho e for the refle tion of an incident lep 
wave i qu ite apparent, 
R E FLECTIONS OF IMP LSE-TYPE WAVES 
An impul e-t,\-pe wave wa obtained in the initial parL of the 
pressure field due to a 2° cone of O,OI-centimeter nose racli u . 
i\Iea urements through Lhe wave arc given in figurc 6, while 
figurc 2 gives the surface pressure distributions at l'eOeclion 
of the wave from turbulent and laminar boundar,\' 1a."el's. 
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TI1<' upstrcam portions of the pre li re distribution look 
ffiuC'h like the typical ones already ob erved above. B uL 
farther down tre'am the c(1'ccts arc difl'e rent; the sLriking 
featurc is ill(' " moo thing" or " mearing" of the impu lse 
waw b.," the laminar boundary la)"el'. 
In figut'e 29 at'e hown the reflection of the wayc clue to a 
1.50 w('(lg. No mea Ul' ment of Lhe wave it elf had been 
macll' a t tlH' time figure 29 " "a obtained, buL it is believed 
to bc thc impul c typc. Thc same typical moothing b.," 
till' laminaL' houndary la.nr i, cxhibit d. 
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Y lcJl RE 29. H t.' OccLioll of implJlsc~typ~ shock W }\ \ 'C' from flat surfacr , o= l.:,)o; j\ {I= LI3; 
R = O.9X I06• 
To stud.,- better thc phenomena, a dean impul e-type 
W[1'"C (i. c. , without a follo\\ing compre sion) wa obtaincd 
b.Y the mcthod dc eribcd in the section "Remarks on hock 
",Ya H' ." TIle form of tbi waye i s11o\\"n b)- the mea ure-
mcnt in figul'e 9, and chlicl'en picture of the r efl ection 
from tUL'bulent and laminar boundary layers arc given in 
fio-ure 30. The mfacc prcssure eli tri bution for the l'e f\ rc -
tion arc shown in figure :31. Again the smearing by thc 
hllninar boundar.v la)' eL' i trikingly exhibi ted . No te 
hould be taken tha t the up tream effect is the same a that 
for tep waves. 
MODELS OF TYPICAL REFLE T IONS 
"be ca e of the 4.5 0 step wave wa selected for fu r ther 
in\"(' tigation in order to get a better understand ing of the 
interaction rcgion. 11ca urements of total head near the 
surface in thc interaction region we1"e ob ta ined by the method 
de cribed in the rction (( ~IeasLu'ements of Total Brad ." 
Thc meaSLlrements are given in figure 32 and :3:3. For a 
bctter appreciation of these total-head mea ureDlcnt , th e 
tati -pre sure mras urement of figure ] 9 are al 0 partly 
r eproduced in thc same figu res, this t ime in terl1lS of actual 
p re sure. The curve clea rl~- how thc thickening of tb<.> 
bounclar:\- 1a)Oer upstreHm of th hock and a definite region 
of eparation in the laminar casc. (A longitudinal total-
head Ul've~- in the undisturbed boundary layer wry ncar 
the plate j given, in fig. ] 5, for compari on. ) 
Figure 34 is a cl iagram of the shocl~-jntcracLion rcgion at, a 
turbulent boundary layer and figure 35 i that for a laminar 
boundar.," la~"er. The e were constructed on the ba i of 
information [rom he ehlie1'en pictures (fig. 16), sUl'faee-
prc su re mea uJ"clTlcnts (fig. 19), and total-head mca. urc-
ment (figs. :32 ancl :3:3 ) . T hc t l'camline ahead of th e shock 
in the laminal' en c wa computecJ b.,- approximating thc 
initial pressure 1'i c b,Y two tl'aight line. The )'h"l,ch num-
bers, other than tlie iniLial '\lach number, wcr(' con' puLcd . 
(n) Turbulent boundary layer. 
(b) La minnr houndary layer. 
FIGl"Il £ 30,- R eflection patterns of impulse"type Wa\·c .• \[, = 1.38. 
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The streamline curvatUl'e immediately following the corner 
(fig. 35) is of the correct order of magnitude to account for 
the difference in ma.\:imum surface pressures in the lanlinar 
and turbulent cases. The shape shown for the separated 
region is not meant to be an a(;curate representation. Only 
its extent along the flat surface is definite'. The wave angle of 
the reflected wave far from the interaction region ha been 
drawn, in the large, at the theoretical value. (Sec section 
"Reflection of Inclined Shock Wave from Plane Surface.") 
REFLECTIO OF S HOCK WAVES FROM SHEAR LAYERS 
Since accurate quantitative resul ts for reflection of hock 
waves from shear layers could not be obtained, only a few 
representative cases are discu sed here. Figure 36 shows 
typical interaction configurations used in the attemp ted 
study of the reflection process. The incident wave from 
the wedge interacting with the shear layer (wake of a flat 
plate, }i6 in. thick, IH in. long) spli ts up into the transmitted 
and reflected sy tems of waves. The general character of 
the shear layer is shown by the typical profiles, measured 
with a total-head tube, which arc reproduced in figure 37. 
The widening of the wake, together with the nonuniformity 
of flow introduced by the trailing-edge shock waves, ren-
dered attempts at quantitative mea mements of the reflected 
and transmitted wave systems extremely difficult. Qualita-
tively, the effect of the shear-layer profile shape on the 
reflection process may be seen from figUl'e 36 (a) and 36 (b) 
where the reflected wave is seen to be tronger when the 
reflection takes place from the part of a shear layer with a 
greater gradient and greater change in Mach number. 
Another point of intere t to be no ticed in the above-
mentioned photographs is the deflection of the shear layer 
at the interaction. H ere, again, accurate quantitative 
measurements proved unsuccessful. The omplications 
mentioned above were felt to outweigh the theoretical 
advantages to be obtained by preliminary investigations of 
purely supersonic shear layers. 
REMARKS 0 BOU DARY LAYERS IN SUPERSONIC FLOW 
In these experiment it was neces a1'y to have control of 
the boundary layer, that is, to have means of establishing 
laminar 01' turbulent boundary layer as required and of 
a cel'taining tha t clean conditions in tbe respective cases had 
been ob tained. 
LAMI NAR DO NDA HY LA YER 
To obtain a urface with a laminar boundary layer a 
wedge-shaped plate, like that on the left in sketch (n), was 
used. A laminar boundary layer extending back at lea t 
12 centimeters (R= 1.3 X 106) on the upper surface could bc 
obtained. It was found best to have the upper surface at a 
sligh t negative angle of attack (abou t 0.1°). The leading 
edge must be free of nicks and other imperfections. Trials 
with a fl at plate having a pointed nose as on the right in 
sketch (n) proved unsucces ful for e tablishing a large enough 
region with laminar boundary layer. 
It appears that leading-edge condition (imperfections, 
posit ion of stagnation points, expan ion regions, ctc.) are of 
great impor tance; a systematic study of the problem has 
not yet been made. 
In shock-wave and boundary-layer interaction, difficulties 
were encountered in th e measurement of pressure distribu-
t ion when the reflection process took place on the laminar 
boundary layer near the leading edge of the plate (i. c., at 
low R eynolds numbers). Here the upstream influence was 
sometimes large enough to affect the flow at the nose of the 
plate; this in turn affected the character of the boundary 
layer and the resulting interaction was even more complicated 
than usual. This consideration makes it imperative that 
the laminar regions extend sufficiently far downstream of 
th e leading edge. 
TURBULENT DOU DARY LAYER 
The production of a turbulent boundary layer requires 
ju t a much care a that of a laminar boundary layer. In 
ubsonic £I.ow, the transition from laminar to turbulent 
boundary layer depends on R eynolds number and on the 
ampli tude (and frequency) of disturbances imposed on the 
laminar £I.ow. The e same parameters are important in 
supersonic £I. OW, but no quantitative data are available. 
A already mentioned above, nose hape, position of stagna-
tion point, leading-edge imperfection , and so forth appear 
to infl uence strongly the transition. 
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(a) R eflection 3 ccmiOlClcrs behind trailing edge. 
I !» Reflection 5 centimeters bchindlrailing edge. 
}'H1 l"1tE. :,m.- Typi(',\\ n\f\l'ctions of shork Wayc from shear hYC'T. ~\r= l.3G; incidrl1t w U"C 0.4 . .:;°; scak, two and one-hulf times full scale . 
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Tracings of the transition region, on the surface of th e plate 
shown on the left in ketch (n), \\' ere obtained by the tec h-
nique le cribed in the section "Visualization of Tl'ansi tiOll 
in Boundary Layel's." These trac ings arc reproduced in 
figure 18. Turbulence i established early in the flo\" 
directly behind nicks in the leading edge and spreads ou t 
into wedge-shaped zone , by the proces of con tamination 
(reference 18). Remoyal of the nicks from the leading e 1ge 
and cardul smoothing eliminate the wedge-shaped turbul ent 
regions rl'om the middle of the plate but not the 1'eO'io1) on 
th e side, which originate at the juncture of plate and ide 
,,' aliso (Thesc turbulent zone must be taken in to acco un t 
in any laminar-boundary-la)'er mea Ul'ements \\'hi ch give 
an integrated value aero s the pan of the plate, e. g., b., ' 
quantitative schlieren , interferometer, 01' X-ray techniqu('s. 
Such turbulent side rcgion , and an~' other mLwd regions 
tha t might exist on the middle of thc plate, \\' ill introduce 
considerable e1'1'Ol'S if neglected in the calculation .) 
The above discussion indicates that i t may be difficult to 
obtain a clean turbulent boundary layer , 11nle region well 
downstream of the leading edge arc used (mol'c than about 
] 5 cm in the present ea c). Even raising R i no t suffieien t 
to en urc that therc may not b c long "tongue)) of laminar 
flow extending into the turbulent region. In the pre ent 
experiments it \Va found convenient to ensLll'C an early wel1-
developed turbulent bOlUldary layer by tretching a 0.005-
in ch wire aeros the ul'face of the plate, about an inch down-
stream of th e leading edge. This creates a di tu rbance in 
the laminar bouncla.r)~ layer which causes an early transition 
to a uniform turbulent flow (fig. 1 (c) ) . 
IDENTIF ICATION OF LAM I NAR A D TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
In schlieren or shadow pictures, the laminar boundar.,' 
layer h3 a sharply defined edge , while the turhulent bound-
ary luyer i thick and clifl'use (d . figs. 12 (b) a.nd 12 (a)) . 
A t some distance downstream of the leading edO'e, where the 
tu rbulent side region have becomc fairly wide , and in caSt'S 
where mixed regions exi t at the middle of the plate, thi 
method will be confusing. However , when it is supple .. 
men ted by other checks, for example, tucly of transition 
zone and mea memen t of profile , 0 that the typical 
appearances arc cOl'l'ectly leamed, th en the visual method 
cun be reliable and very convenient . 
Figure 17 hows typical profilc mea u]'emeut in Imninar 
and tmbulcnt boundary layer established by the methods 
eli cussed above. They were obtained from total-head 
measurements and calcula ted on the basi of a Prandtl 
number of uni t)~ . Sin ce the profiles arc principa.lly for com-
parison, it was not necessary to make morc elaboratc meas-
urement and calculations. 
It will b e noted that in the e experiments th e boundary 
layer arc laminar 0 1' turbulen t at the same R e.rnold number. 
Doubt is sometime expre eel as to \\'h ethel' the li tinction 
i valid, that is, whether an " artificial" production of tur-
bulent boundary la)-e1', as by the ,,-i re technique de cl'ibNl, 
gives a "genuinel.,' tmbulent" boundary la~'eJ'. In thi 
connection it houlcl be recalled that in all ca e the pro-
duction of turbulent boundary layer is artifi ial. That i , 
the establishment of a turbulent boundary layer is a tran i-
t ion from an essentiall.,' unstable to a stable configurati on. 
The tran i t ion can take place over a wiele range of Reynolds 
numbers depending on the di tUl'banees imposed on thc 
(unstable) laminar flow. Turbulent flo,,' produ ced by early 
trans it ion is just as genuinely tUl'bulent a that developing 
later and shows th e same eharactel'i tic (eE. fig . 19 and 21 ) . 
SUBSO IC UBLA YER 
In somc th eoretical inyc tiga tion of shock-\\'a ve and 
boundary-1arer in trl'artion (d. rcfel'rnce 13) th e thickn ess 
I 
----------------------------
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of the subsonic part of a boundary layer is important. It 
will be noted in figure 17 that tbere is little difference in sub-
sonic tbiclmesses of the laminar and tLU'bulent bOlmdary 
la~·er , at least in that ca e. Furthermore, it i obvious tha 
in the case where the outer flow is near ),[= 1, for example, 
transonic flow, there could be little difference in ubsonic 
thiclme se. Reference 6 give measurement demon trat-
ing uch a ca e. 
COMPARISO OF MEASURED AND THEORETICAL RESULT 
ome discussion concerning the production of shock wave 
in the presen ce of walls with boundary layer and of pos i11e 
reflection patterns ha already been given. A few word 
may be added here on the comparison of the measured 
re ults with the existing theoretical tudies of Howal,th, 
T ien and Finston , Marble, and Lees. Howarth (reference 
] 4) deals wi th the case of an impulse-t~Tpe shock wave in a 
uniform upersoni c field wb ich is reflected from a half-infinite 
ubsonic fi eld . The problem is then characterized by two 
Mach numbers ]I.,[l and M2 in the upe)" onic and ub onic 
half plane , r espectively, by the strength of the wave , and 
finally by th e only characteristic length of the problem, the 
width E of the impul e- type wave. Howar th u es the stand-
ard lin arized potential equation and d iscusse the pressure 
distribution near the discontinuity surface a a function of 
Ml and ]1.12 which oce-ur on l~- in a combina tion k 
k 'Y 2M 22 , 'lYIJ
2
- 1 
'YIM I2 , /1- ]1.122 
'l'hu k repre en ts a reflection coefficient. On the ba is of 
thi model , Howarth is able to demonstrate quantitatively 
in a imple fashion the upstream influence and, in general , 
th e pressure eli tribution produced by the incoming com-
pre ion wave; both compression and expan ion regions 
appear in thi distribu tion. 
T ien and Finston (reference 13) have attempted to im-
prove Howarth 's model to make it more closely corre pond to 
the boundary-layer problem. They retain the linearization 
bl..l t con ider the ubsonic part of Howarth' model to be 
bounded by a solid surface. Thus a new length b, th e thick-
nes of the sub.onic region, enter . On the basi of this 
model, which is no"· characterized mainly by ]\.([1, M 2, and b, 
two ca e are discussed: The reflection of a tep wave and the 
flow near a small corner. Pressure distributions on the waU 
and near the surface of discontinuit~T arc obtained. The 
combination of compres ion and expan ion in the reflec ted 
wave i again obtained and the upstream influence is dcmon-
s trated in the case of both the reflection and the How within 
a ·orner. The author then proceed to eli cuss the experi-
mental results , pecifically the difference in the in teraction 
proces between laminar and tW'bulent boundary layers, and 
alTive at the conclusion that the tbickne of the ub ornc 
part of a boundary layer i the chara teristic length paJ'am-
etc)" and that this length is of a different order of magnitude 
in the laminar and turbulent layc)" . It has already been 
pointed out that in all case so far inyestigatccl the subsonic 
sublayer is of roughly the same thiclme s in the laminar and 
turbulent layers, and hence the argument of Tsien and 
Finston is certainly not correct. 
The ubsonic ublayer i of major importance and one is a 
priori temptecl to define a length parameter based on thi.s 
thicknes b and the Prandtl-Glauert factor ,1l-M22, but one 
difficulty is immediately apparent, namely, that M2 in an 
actual case is indefinite since ,1l-M22 varies from 0 to 1 in 
the subsonic layer. Hence a certain m ean value for M2 
should be taken which would be different in the laminar and 
tUl'bulen t case . The obvious difficulty of determining this 
mean value in a rational way Ie 1, as a matter of fact , to 
Cole's investigation of the propagation of sound waves in a 
boundary layer briefly mentioned in reference 6. Here the 
diffraction of sound waves due to th velocity profile was 
studied and the difference between laminar and t urbulen t 
profile was hown. 
I\Iarble (reference 12) restricts himself to the case of pLU'ely 
upersonic flow and considers the reflection and transmi ion 
of weak hock wave through shear layers. The omission 
of the ubsonic part is evidently a very great implification 
of the problem and exclude the possibility of comparing 
YIal'ble's results with boundary-layer processes. However, 
this implification enables Marble to con ider arbitrary 
velocity distribution. The discussion of various reflection 
pattern as given by Marble is rather interesting and impor-
t.ant for the outer layer of a boundary layer where his com-
putation apply locally. 
The three papers discu ed above have in common that the 
equation arc linearized . Actually the attempts made and 
discLlssed in this report to inves tigate a typical shear layer 
for a comparison with :Marble's theory were essentially 
intended to check on the applicability of the linearization 
since thi i the only stringent assumption in Marble's work. 
In the ca e of a shear layer the linearization appears to apply 
reasonably well. In the boundary-layer investigation, on 
the other hand, the measurements howed that the inter-
action process is nonlinear in character even for very weak 
waves, that is, for waves for which the linearized theory of 
sLlpersonic flow (c. g. , for airfoils) is Imown to hold well. 
As a matter of fact, in the mea m ements reported here it 
wa difficult indeed to obtain reflections from a laminar 
boundary layer without local separation. 
Lees (reference 9) ha extended and used a procedure, 
given independently in reference 8, in which the Pohlhausen 
method is used together with simple supersonic-flow theory 
of the outer flow to accoLmt for the nonlinear interaction 
proce . Thi attempt appears to be at present the most 
realistic one, since the measurements clearly indicate that 
the behavior of the boundary layer in a preSSlU'e gradient 
ahead of the shock wave is of primary importance . In 
agreement with the experimental results reported here, Lees 
finds that the laminar boundary layer hould almost always 
eparate in a shock-wave reflection proces . till, Lees' 
model and assumptions are too restrictive to lead to quan-
titative results as yet, and the validity of the procedure, 
e pecially since eparation occur , i not certain. 
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The problem of computing the length of upstream in-
fluence, if the hock-wave and boundary-layer characteristics 
arc known, has so far not been olved quantitatively. 
CO CLUSIONS 
From an inve Ligation of the reflection of shock wave 
hom boundary la~'ers, the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. If an oblique shock wave i reflected from a solid surface 
in Leady flow, then the reflected wave pattern depends 
trongly upon the state of the boundary layer on the urface. 
Laminar and turbulent boundary layer lead to very dif-
ferenL reflection patterns in the neighborhood of the surface. 
~he region in which the differences are marked extends to 
several hundred boundary-layer thicknes es out from the 
solid surface. The reflection in the turbulen t case i mu ch 
closer to the nonvi cous idealization. In the laminar ca e 
the reflection process differs essentiall)" from the nonvi cous 
pattern. 
2. The laminar boundary layer almost always separates 
in a limited region ahead of the impinging shock wave. The 
pressure increase extends upstream for distances of about 50 
boundary-laTer thicknesses in the Mach number and 
Reynolds number range investigated. In spite of the local 
eparation and the pressure gradient, transition does not 
alway occur immediately following the rcfie tion process. 
In the turbulen t boundary layer no separation was found. 
3. 'imilar result hold for the interaction with a shock 
wave originating in a corner. The pre sure di t ribu tion 
here are similar to those found in the reflection pattern; in 
the laminar case the influence of the corner extends far 
upstream. 
4. hock waves of the step type have to be d i tingui hed 
from the impul -type ' vave. An impul e-type wave 
consists of a shock followed immediately by an expansion 
wave. An impulse-type ,,·ave can be produced by a suitable 
leading-edge shape on a wedge. Impulse-type waves are 
fOLmcl also to originate from wedge and cones of small 
deflection angle. H ere nose curvatme and vi CO LIS effects 
are the primary causes for the occurrence of the impulse 
wave. 
5. The essen tial feature in boundary-layer interaction 
i the behavior of the boundary-layer flow in the region 
of pre sure gradient upstream of the shock wave. Laminar 
and turbulen t layers differ in thi respect and not mainly 
in the thicknes of the ubsonic sublayer. 
6. The laminar boundary layer on a fla t plate in supersonic 
flow shows wedge- haped transition regions originating from 
the side walls and disturbance of the surface, similar to 
the well-known subsonic ca e. Thi contamination effect 
is important for the evaluation of boundary-layer profiles 
from interferograms and, in general, for all methods in which 
measmemen ts taken in the boundary layer arc integrated 
acro s the tunnel. 
OALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF T ECH NOLO GY, 
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APPENDIX 
CALIBRATION AND EVALUATION OF FLEXIBLE NOZZLE 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of u ing a flexible nozzle for the production 
of continuously variable, shock-free, uniform, supersonic 
flow consists essentially in devising a means of cIo ely 
approximating the requisite aerodynamic shape by the 
deflection patterns of the nozzle plate. An analytical 
attempt at determining the optimum end conditions, 
positioning of loading points, and magnitude of the loadings 
may, in general, be et up as a beam problem witL. known 
end conditions Qf the beam (direc tion u ually fixed, for 
mooth entrance and exit flow condi tion ) and point loads. 
The control variables would then be the number, the location, 
and the magnitude of the loads. The aim is to reproduce 
prescribed shapes OVer a part of the span. In order that 
the representation as a beam be a reasonable one the t iffness 
ratio of the nozzle plate must be high. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTroN OF TEST SECTIO IN CORPORATING 
FLEXIBLE NOZZLE 7 
The working section of the GAL IT 4- by lO-inch 
transonic tunnel is sketched in figure 14 showing the essen tial 
features of the design. The floor block of the test section 
carries the one-wall flexible nozzle plate together with the 
, ,\ more detailed description of the design may he found in rderencc 12. 
swivelling jack- creW controls for the main nozzle and the 
econd throat.8 The floor i hinged just downstream of the 
main jack and its downstream end can be raised or lowered 
by a jack at the exit end to alter boundary-layer compen a-
tion . The alterations in boundary-layer allowance can be 
carried out during operation . The ceiling block of the 
tunnel supports the en tire traver ing mechanism and con-
tains a slot for the traversing arm. A pressure box mounted 
on the ceiling block enclo es the traversing mechanism and 
seals it to the te t section. Pressure sealing of the test 
ection i secured by mean of rubber tube-in-groove seals 
between the side walls and floor and the ceiling block. The 
main flexible nozzle consists of a pring steel plate of varying 
thickness as shown in figure 38. It is anchored in the con-
traction, w.i th the down tream end also direction-fixed but 
free to move horizontally on rollers when deflected by the 
jack. The econd-tluoat nozzle plate begins where the 
primary nozzle ends. The flexible s cond till·oat acts as a 
supersonic diffu er during supersonic operation and as a 
speed control for the subsonic range. 
• Originally one morC control in the form of a bending·moment arm was incorporated. 
However, the use of this control was subsequenily found to be unsatisfactorY and at the 
present time the arm is used onl y for the purpose of providing an extra guide support [or t,he 
platc. 
I 
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ATCH ING PROCED RES 
In the interesl of a imple , practical de iO'n for t lll' 
GALCIT 4- by lO-inch transonic wind tunnel ( ee reien'nce 
12 for dclail ), thc problem slated in the inLroduC'lion to LIlt' 
appendi:x '\'as further naJ'l'owed down. Some of the Ie s 
imporlant yariables "'ere eliminated by phy ic'al con ider-
ation of de ign n,ncl trial-and-error methods. The number 
of jack points, 01' lon,d , on lhe plale was 1'e triclecl to lwo. 
The local ion of the e wa fiwcl. Figure 3 hows the fina l 
configuration aclopted for the flexi ble nozzle plate. Til i 
procedure was justified In,tcl' by Le t (refelellce 12, p. 14) 
whieh h weel thal , wilh the nozzle controls se t to reproduce 
1.6 
1.4 ~ ~ 
'" ~ 1.2 ~ 
'\ ~ ~ 1.0 , 
"" 
'\ ,~ ~ 
.8 
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approximately the de ign aerodynamic shape, thL' flo\\' in 
the test eelion was ]'ea onabl)' uniform. For an cas." , 
continuou operation of the tunnel it wa nece ar,\- to be 
able l'n,pidl.\- to eL the conLrol jacks for wan-free flow at 
any de irec\. :'-fach number in the de igll range. It \\-a 
logical to clrlermine Lhe cUing b.\- .'-s temati· calculation 
rather than to obtain a pur 1.\- experimental calibration. 
For this purpo e, lhe simplified problem may be po cd as 
follows: Given a beam of known thiekness <Ii tribution \\-ith 
direction-fIxed enels and loaded at two specific locations 
with poinL loads VITI and n'2, it is required to fmd a co m-
bination of lI Tl and TV2 producing 11 deflection hape of the 
beam do el.\- matching a gi \-eD eUITe (the required ae ro-
drnamie shape) and at the same Lime attaining a Pl'(' eribed 
maximum defle ,tion. Tlli resLri('[ion on the maximum of 
the defl ection curn a rise out of lite unique urea ratio ( lc' L 
ection to throat ection) a oeia ted \\-itll a cksil'l'cl ll per-
critical flow in the test seC'lion . Tbe known climell ions and 
end condit ion of the nozzle plale a rc sufficient to (lefine a.. 
sysLematie procedure for cldermining the jack positi ons in 
order thn,t the nozzle plate shape mn,y approximate pre-
scribed Ilapes (reference 19). In pal,tieular, lhis knowll'dg' 
permit a chart of poss ible plat e shape ,,-ith a ginn maxi-
mum to be drawn \\-itll the load ratio lJ"2/1I -1=1I as a param-
ete r. Sueh a ehart i , hown in figure 39. The Ytllue of v, 
clesio'nn,ting the shap e \\-hich be t fit L1le lH' rod.nU1l11ic 
curve , has to be deLermined from an observalion 9 of figure 
\I rrhis graphical process of matchinl!, has to he adollt~d in ~ )rl·rQrc.nc(' to n purdy analytical 
proe~dure for two reasons: ('l) Rapid d~termination of the parameter" and (h) there b('ing 
anly two conlrol points, it is extremrly dimcu lt to formulate an c[fecth'c and simple analytical 
criterion for matchinv. For inslanc(', with only two cOlltrol pOints, a fit in th<' 5(,'nS(' of "\<.'ust. 
squar<.'s" is entir(' ly inach.'qwJtc. (~ee rcfcrcn c(' 19, Jl. 15.) 
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FWl' RE 40.- Aerod ynamic nozzle shapes. GALCIT 4- by JO-inch transonic wind tunnel. 
39 superposed on the design shape (fig. 40) being approxi-
mated. The corresponding control settings arc then ea ily 
computed ince the deflecLion influence functions for the 
nozzle plate arc known. Figure 40 shows the si:" aero-
d.Hlamic design hapes, and a repre entative case of matching 
fo r determining the parameter jI i shown in fi o- ure 39. 
Table I shows the conlrol settings obtained by this procedure 
for the operating range of the tunnel. The maxim un dis-
erepancy in ordinates, over this range, between the design 
hapes and the plate deflection curve is approximately 
2.5 percent. 
TABLE I 
C01\TROL SETTIKG FOR FLEXIBLE -OZZLE 
111 I Jack 1 I Jack 2 (111.) (111.) 
---------
1.133 0.120 0.029 
1.217 .311 .088 
I. 29~ .547 .078 
I. 365 . 843 . 089 
L4~5 L 121 . 091 
1.5Q.l 1.379 .112 
CALIBRATION AND EVALUAT IO N 
A series of test-section sUl'veys was made at the calculated 
('ontrol settings for the purpose of calibration of the flexible 
nozzle and determjnation of the degree of tmiformity of the 
flow, The SUl'vcys " cere made by mean of an 11-inch-
d iameleI' circular Duralumin plate with a row of radially 
located pre sure hole (0.0135-in,-diam,) spaced at intervals 
of ;~ inch. The circular plate replaced one of the gia s 
window in the side of the tunnel, its center approximately 
coinciding with the cenler of the 10- by lO-inch te t ection . 
Figures 41 and 42 show the vertical and horizontal ~[ach 
number di tributions in the test ection ovcr the supersonic 
range of operation. The vertical di tribution (fig. 41), 
revealing the effect of waves originating at the nozzle, indi-
cate considerably grea ter uniformity of flow a compared 
with that shown by the horizontal surveys, The maximum 
variation of Mach number (from the mean) in the vertical 
direetion over the entire operating range is approximately 
± 0.5 percent as compared with ± 2.5 pOl'eent in the hori-
zontal direction (fig. 41), The smooth vertical di lribulions 
bear out the fact tha t because of the use of a relatively thick, 
high- trength plate for the nozzle there are no local distor-
tions in the plate. Fur thermore, the plate wa observed to 
be vibrationally very stable, The llonuniformi ty in the 
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FIG URE 4l.- Vertical Mach number distribution. Empty tunnel. 
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horizontal SUl'veys was traced to the disturbances int roduced 
at the joints in the sectioned ide wall. Careful ealing 
of the joints showed that the main ca use of these di turbances 
wa light leakage at the ections. In order to remove all 
doubt about the orig· of the waves and, further, to ascertain 
the smoothest flow po ible in th tunnel, the sectioned ide 
wall were replaced by mooth, continuous panel made ou t 
of plastic-lined wood. A horizontal Ul'vey of the flow 
along the flow direetion with the e eontinuou side wall i 
shown in figure 43. The variation are now of the arne 
order a tho e in the vertical urvcys. 
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FURTHER CORRECTIO A 0 IMPROVEME T OF FLOW 
The te t- ection urveys pre ented in figure 41 and 42 
were all conducted with the am boundary-layer compensa-
tion (0.021 in.jin. ) with th exception of the M = 1.51 survey. 
A een in thes figures, the survey r eveal this eompensation 
to be tolerably good over the working range. However , 
mall over-all gradient do exi t in the flow hown. Ai 0 
Lbe average te t-s ction lIach numbers actually obtained 
differ by small amount from tho e indicated by the control 
ettings. These mall di crepancie are mainly du to the 
inaccuracie in the boundary-layer allowance. It wa found 
po ib1e to minimize the over-all gradient by making mall 
adju tment of the movable floor wall, 0 changing the 
boundary-layer compensation without appreciably affecting 
the shape function of the nozzle plate. Figur 44 hows 
t st- ection urveys for M = 1.5 with different ettings of the 
compen ation. Figure 44 (a) hows the flow with the 
original compensation of 0.021 inch per inch while fi gure 
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F,GURE 44.-EfTect of change in boundary-layer correction on borizontnl yrach Dumber 
distr ibution. M = 1.5. 
44 (b) show the improved flow. The gradient has been 
effectively eliminated and the magnitude of the variation 
smoothened out. 
The deviaLion of average test-section :Mach number 
from the indicated (calculated) value are due mainly to 
light differences in the area ratios. The effective area 
ratio , aft; r allowance for boundary-laye r g rowt h and mall 
deflection of the nozzle plate due to aerodynami loading, 
differs from the theoret ical ratio on which the nozzle control 
computations are ba ed . In view of the quite mooth, 
uniform flow achieved at the calculated ontrol etting, a 
simple correction based on the Db ervcd mean flow in the 
test section served to calibrate the jack control for the 
production of flows with any desired Mach number . Figure 
45 shows Lhc calculated control settincr orrected in thi 
manner. 
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SUBSO IC OPERATION 
For the subsonic range of operation of the tunnel a flexible 
econd till'oat is used a a speed control using the choking 
technique (reference 20) a a means for stabilizing the flow . 
Figur 46 shows the calibration curve for the speed control 
for the ub onic speed range. 
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CONCLU 10 
niform hock-free flow with continuou control of },Iach 
number has been achieved together with implicity of con-
truction and case of operation. A cen from figure 45] 
over a con iderable portion of the super onic ranO'e of opera-
tion only one jack control i needed for changing the flo~· . 
The repeatability of flow in the tunnel ha proved to be 
excellent] it being possible to repeat any test-section}, f ach 
number to within the accuracy of the mea ming in trument . 
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